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WHO WE ARE
15 +
YEARS

MAS Venture. A group of professionals with more than 15 years of
experience in the following fields:

Export/Import

Sales

Marketing

Business Development

OUR BELIEF
We at MAS Venture believe that every business case is unique, which is why our solutions are tailored to fit your needs. We believe that “Together We Prosper,” therefore we are committed to help
you reach your goals.

OUR MISSION
Our Mission is to partner with local Egyptian producers to develop world class products and deliver
them to worldwide markets.
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OUR FOCUS
Throughout the past few years our focus was drawn to the Agricultural product industry in Egypt, as it
started rapidly developing to become one of the fastest growing sectors in the country. Egypt has become a consistent and important market for the export of agricultural products to most parts of the world.
Lately local business owners, farms and the Egyptian government came to realize the importance of this
sector as it has a massive potential for growth. This attracted numerous investors such as local businesses
and the Government, as well as international organizations and NGO’s to invest in this sector. Due to this
significant development Egypt now plays an essential role in the international market of agriculture exports.

We are well known in the market(s) today for our premium quality products:
Fresh

Olives
Olive oil
Assorted Pickles
Fava Beans
Mexican Jalapeno
Artichoke
Fruits & Vegetables

Frozen

Packed

Loose
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OUR FARMS AND FACTORIES
Our farms started growing, cultivating & processing their products since the 1960’s.
We strictly apply international quality control measures and follow best practices
to ensure that our products and services are in compliance with international standards. As a result, our products received international quality certificates which
increased their demand by importers in the markets of the EU, USA and the Middle
East.

9001

Our research and development team spares no
recourse in the quest of
enhancing the complete
production process.

!
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1

Studying new markets and their needs.

2

Selecting the finest seeds and the best lands to grow them.

3

Performing audits by skilled professionals to ensure best
practices are implemented throughout the production process.

4

Carefully transporting the produce to our world class
factories.

5

Processing and packaging our products according to the
highest standards.

Careful processing is key to guarantee that all of nature’s flavors and benefits are well preserved
for customer’s ultimate satisfaction.
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OUR FOOT PRINT

!

Whether it is air or ocean freight, our trading & business development teams are available to
cater to all your needs.

With a history of exporting to several locations around the globe, we have developed a wide network of
relationships with some of the best shipping companies and financial institutions present today’s market.
This enables us to offer our customers reliable and consistent services that make conducting business
with us an enjoyable experience.

USA
France

Spain

KSA

Brazil
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OUR PRODUCTS
We have a wide range of excellent quality products to choose from; they come in different forms and
packages, whether its fresh or frozen, packed or loose we have what you need.

!

We strive to provide you with the best quality products at competitive prices.

TABLE OLIVES



The table olives industry in Egypt has become one of the fastest growing industries
in the past years.

350,000 to 450,000 tons

is Egypt’s average yearly production of table olives starting 2007 to 2011.

In 2014 alone Egypt produced more than 17% of the world’s table olives production making it the
top global producer of table olives in the world.
During the period of (2007 – 2011) Egypt was one of the top consuming and exporting countries
of table olives with a consumption average of 330,000 tons and exporting an average of 89,500 tons.

This sector attracted major international organizations to invest funds and technologies to help grow
this promising product. This enabled Egypt to overcome obstacles facing the growth of the olives
sector including post-harvest handling & processing, inefficient supply chain and poor marketing.
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The credit goes to projects like “Egypt Zaytun Project 2011-2013” that was funded by the USAID
and implemented by CNFA. This project added 37,459 Acres to the total number of Olives
groves in Egypt and hence increased the value of sale-able olives to reach 6.16 million USD.

Expansion of land history - olives cultivation in Egypt
2016

178,000 Feddans

Total crop production of 500,000 tons

The 2nd in olives production worldwide

2017

200,000 Feddans

Total crop production of 650,000 tons

The 2nd in olives production worldwide

Table olives
worldwide
exports

!

15%

2016

Egypt exported
100,000 tons (15%)
of the table olives
worldwide exports

26%

2017

Egypt exported
200,000 tons (26%)
of the table olives
worldwide exports

In 2017 Egypt maintained its 2nd position in the exporting of table olives with a total volume of
200,000 tons and was only preceded by the EU which exported 298,500 tons.

MAS Venture chooses the best olives grooves, we harvest olives carefully and store
them using the best methods to ensure their quality and nutrients are fully preserved until they reach the end user.

!

Our Olives comes
in a broad range

Natural Black
Kalamta

Gordal

Manzanilla

Black Oxidized
Aguizy

Piqual
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Glass Jar
Product
Description

Whole Olives

Pitted &
sliced olives

Type of jar

D.W/gm.

No. of jars
per Carton

G.W
for carton

No. of
carton/20fcl /
palletized

No. of carton/20fcl /floor
loaded

370 ml

200

24

7.00kg

1800

2916

720 ml

425

12

12.50kg

1100

1920

1050ml

650

6

9.50kg

1200

1920

370 ml
720 ml
1050ml

175
400
650

24
12
6

7.00kg
12.20kg
9.50kg

1800
1100
1200

2916
1920
1920

Type of Tins

Net dry
wt/gm.

No. of tins
per Carton
(case)

Gross wt.
for carton
palletized

A10

1750 GM

6

21 kg

1008

1008

A12

2500 GM

6

29

750

750

9 LT

5000 GM

2

19kg

1200

1232

A10
A12
9 LT

1560 GM
2200 GM
4500 GM

6
6
2

21kg
29kg
19kg

1008
750
1200

1008
750
1232

Metallic Tins
Product
Description

Whole Olives

Pitted &
sliced olives

No. of
No. of carton/20fcl /floor
carton/20fcl /
loaded
palletized

Plastic Package
Product
Description

Whole
Olives

PACKING

Net dry wt/gm.

No. of tins per Carton(case)

No. of ITEMS/CONTAINER

18 kg circulated

10 kg

18kg

1075

220 litre drum

160kg

275kg

84

170 litre drum

100 kg

170kg

120
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OLIVE OIL
Olive oil is the natural oil extracted from olives, the fatty fruit of the olive tree.

24%

of the oil is

73%

of the fatty acid in olive oil is a monounsaturated fat called Oleic Acid which
is extremely healthy and believed to help reduce inflammation and may have
beneficial effects on genes linked to cancer.

Saturated Fats

Omega-6

Omega-3

Extra virgin olive oil is fairly nutritious. Monounsaturated fats in extra virgin olive oil are also
quite resistant to high heat, making it a healthy choice for cooking.
Apart from its beneficial fatty acids, it contains modest amounts of Vitamins E and K.
Olive oil is also loaded with powerful antioxidants. These antioxidants are biologically active and may
help fight serious diseases. This includes antioxidants that can fight inflammation and help prevent
the cholesterol in our blood from becoming oxidized, both crucial steps in the heart disease process.
The Egyptian olive oil industry expansion
2005

Total production of 2,500 tons

Total export of 500 tons

100

10

2015

Total production of 25,000 tons

Total export of 5000 tons

TIMES
PRODUCTION SIZE

TIMES
EXPORTS SIZE
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ASSORTED PICKLES
Our pickles such as (cucumber, olive, onion, Jalapeno and carrot) have been pickled in brine, vinegar, or other solution. They are then left to ferment for a period of
time by either immersing the cucumbers in an acidic solution or through souring
by lacto-fermentation.

Our pickles come in a broad range:
FORM

Whole

Sliced

Flavor

Moderately mild to medium heat
with traces of sweetness.

PACKAGING

Color

STORAGE

Bright Red

Store in an air-tight container,
refrigerate after opening.

SHELF LIFE

Pouch

(NT WT 2.5 KG) (DR WT 2.0 KG)

Unopened

(24 Months Ambient)

Jar

(NT WT 3.8 KG) (DR WT 2.0 KG)

Opened

(30 Days Refrigerated)

Barrel

(NT WT 230 KG) (DR WT 120 KG)
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ARTICHOKES
Our love for artichokes begins with their delicate texture.

!

Their special flavor and sweet nuances delight the palate, served on their own or in recipes.
Smooth, fresh and of outstanding quality.

Our Artichokes add a healthy and fun flourish to any meal. We strive to offer the world new and
incomparable experiences in taste and enjoyment.

Our artichokes comes in a broad range:
FORM
PACKAGING
STORAGE
SHELF LIFE

Sliced (Quarter)
Can

Jar

Loose

Store in an air-tight container, refrigerate after opening.
Unopened

(24 Months Ambient)

Opened

(30 Days Refrigerated)
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MEXICAN JALAPENO
Egypt enjoys two of the best factors for producing high quality Jalapeno with an
intense of heat.
Climate Conditions

Geographic Location

Peppers are left to reach maturity. We harvest by carefully snapping them from the plant and we
bring them to you perfectly taken care of.
We promise to bring you an excellent quality of jalapeno peppers, which are widely used for the
preparation of tasty pickles that we also master doing. They are either directly served to your
plates or added to your salads.
Before exporting the jalapeno it’s tested by our skilled quality control staff to ensure the best
quality for our customers.

Our offered range of
jalapeno is known for:

!

Pure
Quality

High Nutritional
Value

We offer jalapeno in different packs to meet your various demands.

Mesmerizing
Aroma
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FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

!

There are few things in life that please people more than the succulence of quality fresh and
frozen fruits and vegetables. At Mas Venture we work to deliver the world’s freshest, choicest,
and juiciest produce to customers across the world.

Why we love Fruits and Vegetables?!

Convenience. Fruits and
veggies are nutritious in any
form fresh, frozen, canned,
dried and 100% juice, so
they’re ready when you are!

Variety. Fruits and veggies
are available in an almost
infinite variety there’s always
something new to try!

Vitamins & Minerals.
Fruits and veggies are rich
in vitamins and minerals that
help you feel healthy and
energized.

Fiber. Fruits and veggies
provide fiber that helps fill
you up and keeps your digestive system happy.

Low in Calories. Fruits
and veggies are naturally
low in calories.

Quick, Natural Snack.
Fruits and veggies are nature’s treat and easy to grab
for a snack.
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Some extra benefits of frozen fruits and vegetables.
Frozen fruit and vegetables are generally picked at peak ripeness. They are often washed,
blanched, frozen and packaged within a few hours of being harvested.
Certain vitamins and antioxidants begin to decline immediately after harvesting, freezing locks in
the nutrients when fresh produce nutritional values deteriorate over time.
Some fruits benefit from IQF freezing (raises anti-oxidant levels).
Consumer convenience, less waste only use what you intend to eat and keep the rest frozen.

!

We achieve our quality through a rigorous selection of farms and partner suppliers who share
our vision of affordable quality, as well as our insistence on operating a short supply chain; a
dedicated and ultra-efficient logistics system, and a brand new, state-of-the-art storage facility
that underscores our commitment to fast delivery.

We deliver fruits and vegetables in different forms and shapes

Fresh

!

Frozen

Packed

Loose

Whole

Slices

we aim to source products from every country, so everyone has a taste of home and the exotic
flavors they may have never tried all with our signature freshness. Add to this our desire to supply
you and your customers delicious foods at a price that is as terrific as the taste.
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It is said that we feast with our eyes, before we taste the bounty which lies before us. Certainly how else should one describe the colorful array and radiance
of fresh and frozen vegetables and fruits Mas Venture offer.

Okra

Green Beans

Peas

Carrot

Molokhia

Spinach

Borrocoli

Cauliflower

Tara

Eggplant

Bell pepper

Onion

Potatos

Strawberry

Pomegrantes

Mango

Grapes

Apple

Orange
At Mas Venture, we offer you the widest range of
packaging solutions on the market for the Fruit
and Vegetables sector helping you in your search
for the optimal packaging for your product. We
make use of our specialization and knowledge in
the Produce sector by offering the widest range
of packaging solutions on the market, thanks to
the possibility of choosing between five different
packaging systems:

1

Horizontal Flow Pack.

2

Vertical Flow Pack.

3

Thermoforming.

4

Tray-sealing.

5

Stretch Film.
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ORGANIC HONEY
Since ancient times, honey has been used for nutrition and medicine.
It’s rich in plant compounds that are beneficial for the human body and offers several health
benefits.
Recommended for people with heart illness, Honey is used extensively to strengthen the heart and
its functions, it strengths the heart muscle and helps to protect the heart from shiver.
Honey also increases fertility, sexual capacity and desire, contains vitamins and sexually stimulant
substances called Fertility vitamin with some few additions it doubles its benefits
A number of researches proved that consuming honey by diabetics improved many of their
associated disorders, such as lowering some elevated liver enzymes, lowering the level of high
triglycerides, lowering the cumulative blood sugar level, raising good cholesterol and stimulating
the pancreas. Insulin secretion

Why we
add honey
to our daily
diet

Rich in Antioxidants

Increases athletic
performance

Helps Suppress Promotes Healing of
Improve
Coughs in Children Burns and Wound Cholesterol Levels

Prevents cancer Reduces ulcers and
and heart disease other gastrointestinal
disorders

Anti-bacterial &
anti-fungal
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High-quality honey can be distinguished by fragrance, taste, and consistency. Ripe, freshly
collected, high-quality honey flows from a knife in a straight stream without breaking into separate drops, After falling down it forms a bead, when poured if forms small temporary layers
that disappear fairly quickly indicating high viscosity.
MAS Venture lately added this Exotic product to its product list and started penetrating the international market.
We offer a wide range of natural honey types:

Citrus Honey

Clover Honey

Blossom Honey

Mountain Honey

Black Seed Honey

Marjoram Honey

Camphor Honey

Honey with Nuts

Queen Royal Honey

Pollen of Dates Honey
Packaging
Depending on the intended market, honey may be bottled directly into small containers for retail
sale or into large drums for storage or export. In an effort to appeal to a wide range of consumers,
honey is packaged in containers of many different sizes and styles. These include glass jars, plastic
tubs and squeezable jugs.
Like most aspects of honey processing, bottling can involve automation in large operations, or
manual labour such as a hand valve on a plastic pail in smaller operations.
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